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?This invention relátes.to a therageutio de 
Wige for applying a penetrating héat to a loc?l 
??lárea ofä bodyto betreated ???? an imporiant 6bject of his invention 

?e mierowave spectrüm having.a.freqüeney 
whöhmaybein therange of2300to3300mega 
gyèlés per second the apparatus providing for 

- ?ngelementhavinga predetermined total 
ée Süch as to produce a coridition of 

nce match to a body representing the 
rage body to betreated at an äverage dis 

öm therádiatingelement in order that 
iatingelement may be sübsequently üsed 
t fürther adjustment to assüre a maxi 
of advantageous match of the impedance 

adiating element to the impedanee of 
peeted condition of body being treated 

to thus obtain the desired heating efect 
with maximum eficiency. - 

It is a further object 6fthis invention to pro 
a therapeutie deviee utilizing the heating 

of electrömagnetic radiations in the 
ayespectrum speeified and havingfixed 

?ns for?enerating Such rgdiatio"s ? 
Sing the radiations towards the objec? 

treated in such manner that a predeter 
?? ? ??? f radiations is obtained for 

***?* he generatorto shift in frequeneyfor 
?tlöhs of loading as determined bythe area 
166ation of thetissues beingtreated andthe 
ht of power for the radiations to be ap 
Additional objects andadvantages of this 

Willbeapparent with reference to the 
?blidwingspecification and drawingin which the 

gle figure illustrates-a preferred embbdiment 
of the invention employing a magnetron oscil 
18tor,80mbinéd with a broadly tuned radiator 

* and director the director being shown in half 
)n along the axis of the matching-stub 
e heatingeffects by electromagnetie radia 

6ms in the frequency range commonly known 
?s the mierowave spectrum may be observedin 
* Warioustypes of microwave apparatus. For ex 
?ple a hand held in front of the radiating 

0faconventional radar mächine will un 
gertainfavorable conditions become heated. 

nalysis and study of such heating 
applied to therapeutic apparatus has 

de pri6r to this invention As a 
?esült ofan aialysis and study leading to this ? 
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2Claims (Cl.128-404) 
invention it has been found that a conventional 
radar system generator and radiating horn may 
not be effectively ?nd practically used in?the 
therapeutic applieá?ions hereinäfter to be re 
ferred to as microwave diathermy inview ofthe 
fiany speeial conditions peculiaf to such dia 
?hermiiérapplication which would make a conver 
?iorial radar systern ineffective tó produee the 
desired results, 

?iie öf the pririeipal consideratiöns presenting 
a dificulty to be overeome peculiarto the use 
of mierowäve radiations in a therapeutie ap 
?Heation as distingüished from a mereadapt8? 
tiön of a 6önventional radar system for such 
purpose is the fact that the variable 1oading 
and conditions of impedance match represented 
By ?he energy absorption in the tissues being 
treated are physically closeto heradiating ele 
ment and reflector So that a special condition 
ofäverage impedance matching between the ra? 
diatingelement and the body beingtreated must 
be hadin orderto assurethat the radiationswill 
not be reflected from the surface of differeat 
bodies being treated It has also been deter 

25 fained thata conventional radartype ofsharply 
tüned radiator is not effective to supply a 
requisiteamount of energy when the radiation 
generatoris pushed or pulled of frequency due 
to the effects of the variable loading and vari 
able inapedance matching represented by the 
Closely adjacent energy absorbing body to be 
treated This invention provides for a novel 
Combination with a generator of microwave ra 
diations of a broadly tuned radiating element 
and reflector hereinafter referred to as a di 
reCtor Which is designed for a predetermined 
impedance condition to produce a desired rio 
1oad Standing wave ratio to assure a maximum 
condition of impedance matching when a load 
SuChas any average body to betreatedis brought 
*into operating range of the apparatus under all 
average Conditions of treatment and whichsis 
effective to maintain substantial resonance-of 
the direetor to the frequency of the generator, 
regardleSS Of a.generator frequency shift due-to 
Variable loading effects in response?torthe vari 
able conditions of therapeuticapplications. 

In the following detailed deseription of thein 
Vention reference is made torthe single figure 
ofthe drawing wherein a continuouswavemag 
netron OScillator f0 is shown to be energized 
froin a source of direct current H ina conven 
tional manner with the positive terminalöfthe 
Source and theanöde ofthe magnetronground 
ed The magnetronis shown ineschem?tie out 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  



3 
Iine and it will be understood that a suitable 
filament supply for heating the cathode (not 
shown) is provided The magnetron 10 is of the 
fixed-tuned variety manufactured to oscillate at 
a selected frequency for its principal mode of 
operation The frequency of operation for the 
magnetron I0, when used in the therapeutic ap? 
paratus being described may be selected to be 
within the range of 2300 megacycles per Second 
to 3300 megacycles per second Instead of the 
magnetron type of oscillator 10?it should be un 
derstood that other generatorS of microwave 
electromagnetic radiations Within the frequency 
range specified may be used where Suitable. 
The pickup loop 12 of the magnetron OScilla 

tor 10 is connected by Conventional Coupling 
means to the flexible coaxial Cable I3 wh0Se 
outer sheath is connected to the magnetron 
anode and grounded as Shown The Other end 
of the flexible Coaxial cable l3 is connected by 
the threaded Coupling (4 to the Combined ra 
diating element and reflector herein known aS 
the director I5 Thus the director may be 
easily moved into a cooperating position with a 
body to be treated. - 
The director I5 has a cylindrical matching 

sleeve I6 of brass orother suitable metalenclos 
ing the inner metal conducting rod IT also of 
brass which is insulated therefrom except at 
the grounded end 20 The outer metal sleeve 16 
is electrically connected and grounded to the 
outer conductor of the flexible coaxial cable 13, 
while the inner metal conductor IT is connected 
to the inner conductor of the flexible COaxial 
cable 13. Fastened at right angles to the inner 
metal conductor IT is the radiating element 18 
"Which is adapted to extend through an opening 
19 in the metal sleeve 16. The radiating ele? 
ment 18 is fastened to the inner conductor IT at 
a point approximately one-quarter Wave length 
from the end of the Conductor IT that isgrounded 
at 20 to the outer metal sleeve I6. The radiat 
ingelement 18is approximately one-quarter Wave 
length in length and is of Comparatively large 
"diameter in Order to aSSure a high Capacity to 
groundand a ConSequent broad band offrequency 
response Surrounding the radiating element 18 
is a hemispheric metal reflector 2I fastened by a 
metal bushing 22 to the grounded metal Sleeve 
16. It will be noted that the radiating element 
18 extends through the opening 23 Without con? 
tacting the reflecting element 2I. A protective 
cover 24 of pliofilm is placed over the opening of 
hemispheric reflector 2I in order to prevent ac 
cidental body contact between the radiating ele 
ment 48 and the reflector 2I such as would pro 
duce an arc and injure the body The cover of 
pliofilm or other Suitable materialis of course, 
transparent to the paSSage of the radiations 
emanated. 
The director 15, constructed as described, pro 

vides in Some manner not Well understood a beam 
of radiations having a pattern or beam Width 
equal to the width of the opening of the reflec? 
tor 2I upon an object placed within a distance 
not greater than a wave length from the reflec? 
tor opening Thus in employing the therapeutic 
apparatus of this invention the reflector 2I 
may advantageously be positioned at a distance 
preferably not greater than a wave length from 
the body to be treated (Shown as human elbow 
25) thus providing a desired focusing of the 
radiations. 
As previously mentioned it has been found as 

a result of careful study that the director l5 
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comprising the radiating element 18 and reflec 
tor24 must be properly matchedin impedance to 
the terminating impedance of the body being 
treated in order to prevent undesired reflection 
of the radiations from the surface of the body, 
thus obtaining maximum efficiency of Opera? 
tion Methods of matching microwave radiating 
devices to various impedances representative of 
the intended loading of the antennae are well 
known and it is a common feature of all Such 
known methods that the radiating elements and 
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reflectors must be cut and tried until the desired 
results are obtained For example the react 
ance of the radiating element and reflector may 
varied by changing the capacitance to ground 
ofthe radiating element or by changing its posl? 
tion withrespect to a groundedreflecting element 
or by changing its inductance In the specinc 
example of one form of director which has been 
described, the diameter length and position of 
the radiating element l8 with respect to the 
matching stub IT and the reflector 21 may be 
determinant of the total impedance of the an? 
tenna There may be other factors contributing 
to the totalimpedance such as the coaxial cable 
and the magnetron oscillator However it has 
been discovered by this invention that the total 
impedance of the director must produce a no 
1oad standing wave ratio within the range of 
1.2 to 1 and 1.6to 1 in order to obtain the Cor? 
rect loaded impedance matching and therefore, 
a minimum standingwave ratio when the Surface 
of an average body to betreatedis brought with? 
in operating range of the director In other 
words?if the director is designed in accordanCe 
with the teachings of this invention it appears 
that inherently a reactive component is present 
in the director which is effective to cancel the 
reactive component in the body being treated 
to thus assure an optimum of impedance match? 
ing with the body being treated under average 
conditions of therapeutic applications Testing 
of the director constructed in accordance With 
the above considerations by observing the heat 
effects produced in various bodies of flesh repre? 
sentative of the various bodies which may be 
treated in therapeutic applications has disclosed 
that, with the director positioned approximately 
one-half wave length from the body under test, 
and the impedance of the director adjusted to 
produce a no-load standing Wave ratio within 
the range specified an optimum impedance 
matching with any of the bodies under test is 
obtained Therefore a total impedance forthe 
director element resulting in a no-load standing 
waveratio of approximately12to 1 and 16to 1 
will assure an optimum of impedance matching 
forallexpected conditions oftherapeutic applica? 
tions so that once having adjusted the director 
to such impedance matched Condition it is not 
necessary to subSequently adjust the apparatus 
when using it in therapeutic applications. 
In using the apparatus of this invention for 

therapeutic applications in which the body of 
flesh absorbing the energy radiated is relatively 
close to the director it has been found that a 
director having a band width of reSonant fre? 
quency response less than ten megacycles per 
second is not effective to aSSure Consistent results 
with all bodies being treated inview of an appar? 
ent change or reduction of radiated power when 
applied to certain types of bodies being treated 
under certain ConditionS If a director element 
having a broad band Width offrequency reSponse 
of at least 10 megacycles per Second and prefer 
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ably more is employed, it is found that there is 
Substantially no Wariation in the power and 
amount of radiations emanated for all average 
Variations Of bodies to be treated under diferent 
Conditions of therapeutic applications In the 
specific form of director Shown at 15, the radiat 
ing element 18 is of relatively large diameter to 
provide the broad band width of frequency re? 
Sponse sufficient to obtain the desired reSultS It 
Should of course, be underStood that Other formS 
of broad band radiating elements may be em? 
ployed in Combination With Other Shapes of re? 
flect0r elements to obtain a broad band director 
unit for Combination with a Source of microWave 
radiations to produce the therapeutic apparatus 
of this invention. 
One of the advantages of the therapeuticappa? 

ratus Of this invention?in addition to its extreme 
portability?isitSease of operation due to the fact 
that it is not neceSSary to manually adjust the 
high frequency OScillator I0 or the director l5 to 
resonance in a given band of operation Neither 
is it neceSSary to adjust the matching of the 
impedance Of the director I5 to the terminating 
impedance Of all average bodies to be treated 
under average COnditions. It is aSSumed that a 
desired frequency band and band Width within 
the range of 2300 to 3300 megacycles per second 
Will be provided for Operation Of the microWave 
diathermy apparatus Of this invention ThuS 
to operate the apparatus of this invention, it iS 
Only neceSSary to Connect the magnetron Oscil 
1ator 10, factory designed to Operatein the middle 
of the provided frequency band to a Source of 
energizing Current which may be a conventional 
rectifying System (not Shown). It Should also 
be underStood that various sizes and Shapes of 
director units I5 Can be used provided their total 
impedance is initially adjusted in acCordance 
with the teachings of this invention to provide 
the Correct impedance matching with bodies to 
be treated and that they will further have the 
broad band frequency reSponse characteristic So 
that they may be interchangeably used without 
the requirement of manually adjusting or Cut? 
ting of the radiating element to the frequency of 
the oscillator. 

It should be understood that the invention is 
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6 
not linaited to the specific elements shown in the 
Combination Since Substituted elements having 
the Same characteristics will readily suggest 
themselvestothoseskilledinthe art. 
What is claimedis: 
1. Therapeutic apparatus Comprising a Source 

Of electrical OScillations having a frequenCy 
within the microwave spectrum, and means con 
nected to Said Source and reSonant to the fre 
quency Of Said Source for radiating Said OScilla? 
tions in a predetermined direction, Said means 
for radiating having a total impedance such as 
to produce a no-load Standing Wave ratio within 
the range Of 1.2 to 1 and 1.6 to 1, Said means 
for radiating further having a band width of 
frequency response of not leSS than 10 megacycles 
per Second. 

2. Therapeutic apparatus comprising a Source 
Of electrical Oscillations having a frequency 
Within the microWave Spectrum, and means in 
cluding a radiating element and a reflector Con 
nected to Said source for radiating Said OScilla? 
tions in a predetermined direction said means 
for radiating being resonant to the frequency of 
Said Source and having a total impedance Such 
as to produce a no-load Standing Wave ratio 
Within the range Of 1.2 to 1 and 1.6 to 1, Said 
means for radiating further having a band width 
Of frequency reSponSe of not less than 10 mega? 
Cycles per Second. 
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